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Press Release 

8th September 2014 – For Immediate Release 

 

Cocktail Kahuna Competition: The Search for a Modern Day Tiki Maestro 
 

TheFloatingRumShack.com and CheekyTiki, the World’s leading Supplier of Tropical Lifestyles are launching 

a competitive cocktail challenge to try to find the modern day Tiki maestro; a creator of Polynesian inspired 

cocktails fit for Donn and Vic’s great luau in the sky. Such a maestro would be hailed champion and crowned 

the Cocktail Kahuna*  

It matters not if you are a time served bartender, or a home bar specialist. This is a competition for the person 

who loves a fabulous Polynesian inspired drink! It’s not about speed rounds or stage shows! It’s all about the 

libation and the serve, which should be an unashamedly tiki-tastic! 

The challenge has been laid and those stepping up to the mark will compete for the title in the CheekyTiki 

Haole** Hut on the 27th September. 

Are you worthy of the title of Cocktail Kahuna? 

 
Background 

There’s little doubt that some of the classic Tiki cocktails of the past have been exceptionally complex 
affairs. A Zombie, as created by Donn Beach in 1934 had 10 components and relied on a flash blend for the 
perfect dilution. What craft cocktail of the modern era can claim such precision?  Donn based his work on 
the template of the Planters Punch and applied a ‘more is more’ approach to layers of flavour, serving ware 
and garnishes, whilst his main rival Trader Vic sought inspiration from Cuban Cantineros and took a more 
considered ‘less is more’ route in terms of ingredients, seeking a successful commercial simplicity that 
balanced style and quality. The Tiki craze overtook mid-century North America, spilling out to a global 
audience in ‘fad’ that lasted forty years. Whilst Tiki may have faded from the mainstream during the 1980’s, 
the modern day revival shows that modern men and women still haven’t lost their desire to find their own 
Bali Hai.  
 
Brand sponsored cocktail competitions are fun for sure and the best contender will always rise to the top, 
but Tiki recipes are varied affairs, calling for dark Jamaican, gold Barbados, light Puerto Rican and heavy 
Guyanese rums. What portfolio could hope to fulfil such a variety? So with this in mind, CheekyTiki and 
TheFloatingRumShack.com have chosen to cast aside such restrictions and allow the skills of the bartender, 
be they home specialist or time served expert to offer their ultimate Tiki creation. Oh and it’s not just 
restricted to rum as the main spirit. 
 
TheFloatingRumShack.com are widely travelled rum writing, judging, consulting and drinking experts who 
really love a great Tiki cocktail! 
 
CheekyTiki are the UK’s leading purveyors of tropical arts and décor, award winning interior designers and 
cocktail bar fit-out experts ready to tropicalise your world! Along with their sister company, Bespoke 
Barware, CheekyTiki are creators and importers of unique barware. 
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Event Details 

 The event is being held on Saturday 27th September in the Haole Hut, CheekyTiki, Hackney Wick, 
E9 5EN. The choice of hosting on a Saturday is to allow the regular daywalkers a chance to 
compete. The fun starts at 11am. 

 Visit www.TheFloatingRumShack.com/cocktail-kahuna for further details on how to enter and the 
Facebook event http://www.facebook.com/events/264475697096519/   

 Closing date for entries is 22nd September 2014. 

 Viewing guests are welcome, although we would request you sign up via the Facebook event, or 
drop us an email in advance. 

 Associated images can be found on Dropbox: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/enc1qf0g0qyqwtz/AABGSEL6nOE_SjvIza4sewmVa?dl=0  

 

All enquiries about this event are to be directed in the first instance to Peter Holland, 

thefloatingrumshack@gmail.com / Tel. 07775 767654. 

 

Social Media 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/CheekyTikiLtd  <> https://twitter.com/FloatingRumShac  <> 

https://twitter.com/BespokeBarware   

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CheekyTiki  <> https://www.facebook.com/FloatingRumShack  <> 

https://www.facebook.com/BespokeBarware   

Instagram: http://instagram.com/cheekytikiltd  <> http://instagram.com/thefloatingrumshack  <> 

http://instagram.com/bespokebarware   

 

* Kahuna is a Hawaiian word, defined in Pukui & Elbert (1986) as a "priest, sorcerer, magician, wizard, minister, expert in any 

profession" – Wikipedia 

** Pronounced “How-Lee”. Haole is a term, occasionally pejorative, used in the U.S. state of Hawaii to refer to an individuals of 

white ancestry, specifically in contrast to others of native Hawaiian ancestry – Wikipedia 
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